The original railway surveyors curved the line towards
the south to avoid the steep hills at Foster North.
Today, this diverse 18.3km section of the trail offers
views of productive pastures, giant gumtrees and
flowing creeks. This varied environment opens itself to
an abundance of wildlife at every turn. Journey past
the horse racing town of Stony Creek, rest at the
playground at Buffalo and enjoy a breathtaking rural
outlook as you approach Fish Creek.

MEENIYAN
Meeniyan is a buzzing country
town, bursting with community
pride and family-friendly
spaces. Take your time
exploring the main street with
its range of unique shops,
homely cafés and restaurants,
and wander through the
gallery, boasting the talents of
artists near and far. Renowned
for its acoustics, this historical
Meeniyan Hall hosts a number
of live acts throughout the year
and is the town’s centrepiece.

FISH CREEK
Fish Creek is an artisans’ hub
filled with creative flavour.
From an historical art deco
hotel in the centre of town to
studios and galleries where
you can see the artist at work,
this town is perfect for the
curious to explore. There are a
number of eateries and a ‘fish’
theme resonates with the
recent addition of the 2006
Commonwealth Games fish
sculpture and the large mullet
on the roof of the art deco
hotel, a renowned feature.
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